The Top Ten Nintendo Games of
All Time (Part 1)
Ramblingeveron.com is a team of adult male writers, editors
and IT guys, all around the ages of 35-45. Which means we were
the perfect age when Nintendo exploded onto the national video
game scene and dominated for a few years. Yes, Atari, Sega and
Playstation at various times and in various ways have had
their turns in the sun, but is anything in this arena as
classic as the original Nintendo? We don’t think so, which is
why we voted on the best game of that system. These are the
games we binged on for years in our youth.
Since we had so much to say about them, we have divided it
into two parts. Today we blow into the cartridge, line this up
just right, and proudly present games 10 through 5. Come
back next week for the Top Four.

10. Duck Hunt
One summer my sister and I spent a couple weeks at my
grandparents house in Ohio. I, of course, being the social
butterfly that I was, brought along my NES and launched into a
Duck Hunt marathon. I finally beat all 99 levels gaining
access to the secret level 0, then pretty much never played
again. (Nathan Patton)

9. Ninja Gaiden Franchise
Based on our voting, a good number of us liked these games,
though based on how many people volunteered to write about it,
it does not seem that anyone loved these games. Even though I
only played the 2nd installment, I thoroughly enjoyed it. It
was a fluid gaming experience. I always felt like I had good
control over the character. One of my childhood dreams was to
become a ninja, so all the jumping, sword stabbing, and star
throwing were as close as I would ever get to fulfilling that
dream. (Phill Lytle)

8. TMNT II The Arcade Game
At arcades across the country, TMNT was responsible for taking
more allowance money than the local school bully. When the
game was released on the NES it was like Christmas and your
birthday every day. This was an era when beat ’em ups
dominated the arcade scene and TMNT was one of the best. The
game faithfully recreated the world of the Turtles in a way
that both looked and felt like the popular cartoon. As a
result, it was extremely entertaining and satisfying to chose
your favorite Turtle and issue a beat down on the Foot Clan.
(Mark Sass)
—–
B, A, B, A, Up, Down, B, A, Left, Right, (hold down in
sequence: B, A, start). No, this isn’t the Konami code, but
this is really the only code I needed as a kid anyway. It’s
the code to get nine lives in TMNT 2: The Arcade Game for NES,
the game that I undoubtedly played more than any other one in
my collection. I remember the actual arcade game sitting in
the lobby of the old Dickson, TN Walmart. I never remember
seeing it without at least one person playing. Donatello was

unquestionably the best because of his reach,
leveled up my skills enough to beat it from
with no cheats and no continues. This game is
my childhood, and I’m so glad to see it make
10. (D.A. Speer)

and I eventually
start to finish
“the” picture of
the list of top

7. Battletoads
I played Battletoads approximately a billion times and beat it
once. The gameplay of Battletoads was so great, though, that
the knowledge of certain failure was no real deterrent in
continuing to play and enjoy the game. Co-op play was
especially fun though inevitable always devolved into fighting
due to the friendly fire (and may have devolved into fighting
in real life a time or two). (Nathan Patton)

6. Super Mario Bros.
Super Mario Bros. was my introduction to NES gaming and the
first video game I’d ever personally owned. For Christmas of
1989, my parents gave me an NES bundle with Super Mario Bros.,
Duck Hunt (with zapper), and World Class Track Meet (with
power pad). I was shocked and delighted. I eventually got
around to playing the other two games, but Super Mario Bros.
was first, well after I got my father to stop playing, that
is. (Nathan Patton)

5. Tecmo Super Bowl
The first three stages of evolution of video game football in
my house growing up were 1) Block Men on the Atari that were
facing the wrong way and that you had to manually turn around
with the joystick before every play 2) Ten Yard Fight on NES
3) John Elway’s Quarterback on NES.
Then came the future in the late 80s: Tecmo Bowl. Boy, was it
the coolest thing since Elvis. And then a couple of years
later they totally outdid themselves with an upgraded version
called Tecmo Super Bowl. All 28 NFL teams with real logos.
Eleven players on the field instead of nine. Real world
weather like snow. Detailed stats just like in the real NFL.
Eight – 8! – plays to choose from. You could reverse it to
Sterling Sharpe or fake reverse it. You could air it out 80
yards to Jerry Rice. Or you could do what everyone longed to
do and pick the Raiders so you could run Bo Jackson like a
deer in the open field. He was stupidly unstoppable as seen
here.

My brothers and I played this game for so many hours they add
up to weeks. Even with further evolutions on other systems,
notably the John Madden series, this is still my favorite
sports video game of all time. (Gowdy Cannon)
—–
I am still disappointed (furious) that this game didn’t make
it higher on our list. It’s the best sports’ game ever. It was
fun to play in the season mode, trying to rack up stats and
wins, and it was fun to play against other players, in our
very own round robin tournaments. It’s still fun to play, all
these years later. It holds up just fine. Graphics have
improved, and games have become more “realistic”, but no game
has ever captured my imagination like TSB did.
Did anyone else run out of bounds to keep the stats more
realistic or was that just the Lytle boys that did that sort
of thing? (Phill Lytle)
—–
The original Tecmo Bowl was unlike anything we had seen
before. Then Tecmo Super Bowl came along and improved upon it
in every way. More plays, season stats tracking, Barry
Sanders!, QB Eagles (aka Randall Cunningham), Houston’s run
and shoot offensive plays, the list goes on and on. For my
money, it is the best NES game ever and maybe the best video
game ever. The only reason it did not finish higher on our
list is that a few members of our esteemed panel do not have
the proper appreciation for sports games. I can neither
confirm nor deny that my brothers and I threw our controllers
at the TV when the game decided that we were going to lose no
matter what. (Mike Lytle)

Opinions? Let us know below. And please check back next week
for the rest of this list! While you wait, check out these

other articles that might interest you.
Part Two is out now! Check out the Final Four by clicking
here.
Why We Can’t Get Enough of the ’80s
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